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Background: 

Clinical challenges are cornerstones and the gold standard in the diagnostic work-up for food and drug allergy, but 

also resource consuming. All performed Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) such as administered dosages, 

treatment and elicited symptoms and signs need to be documented. This is traditionally performed manually on paper 

and later processed manually into the electronic patient file and databases. With the increasing requirements to 

health economics optimization and innovation, implementation of “smart” technology seems inevitable. Our aim was 

therefore to develop and implement an app-based, challenge-recording tool, which could replace the paper 

documentation and generation of the electronic patient file and storage of challenge-data in the clinical research 

database, with integration of SOP for safety aspects to release resources and minimize errors.  

Method: 

The process was divided into a development phase (i) and implementation phase (ii). An iOS platform on Ipad mini® 

was chosen for development, based on size, stability and integration with existing systems. Challenge algorithms SOP 

(time interval and dosages) were mapped and symptoms were defined according to Sampson5 severity scale. 

Treatment options were characterized from previous historical data in the AC-database. A standardized algorithm for 

automatic generation of patient files were developed, based on tight collaboration with MD´s, regularly performing 

this operation. 

Implementation in the daily clinical routine had two major objectives, storages and correctness of data resulting in 

consistent flow of validated data to the final sources (electronic patient file and the AC-database). A critical step was 

the feasibility for the challenge-performing nurses, which was addressed through tight collaboration between the 

development team and end-uses, with a fast correction-respond in case of reported errors/wishes, preceeded by a 

training period. 

Results: 

During the development phase (i) several aspects and issues appeared: Flexibility in dosage administration was 

needed to embrace the frequent clinical adjustment of algorithms. The heterogeneity in generated patient files 

needed 22 algorithms according to specific allergens and challenge types. Further, all generated files should be 

approved via a web interphase by the responsible MD. The clinical nurse performing the challenge also rely on 

information via a not-standardized note-system (ad-hoc development), which was implemented. It further proved 

necessary to build an extra database with all (raw) recorded values for documentation.      

The first version was launched in January 2017, parallel to the existing paper file. For 2½ months selected challenges 

were compared and training sessions were performed. This led to 10 changes in software versions due to needs, 

demands, wishes and errors.  No record on frequency of discrepancies between paper-based old routines and ORCApp 

based recording was hereafter found. The ORCApp was launched in operation in March 2017, and covers on average 

21 challenges per week. Twelve minor errors have been corrected since. Two challenges per week are either too 

complex due to combination of different allergens or usage of rare allergens and cannot be included in the ORCApp. 

None of the patients has commented on the change from paper to ipad®. For all the implicated nurses, the change in 

daily routine was demanding resources, especially due to different levels of confidentiality with IT. For personnel 

working with the storage of challenge-data in the clinical research database, there has been a positive change in daily 

routine releasing resources for other tasks. For MD and the secretaries there was no measurable change.     

Conclusion: 

Development needs personnel with both clinical and database-knowledge.  Overall the ORCApp is considered a 

success, but itis important to explicate less than 100 % coverage of all challenges. Our experience with the ORCApp 

has prompted a second development cycle, which will cover immunotherapy vaccinations.  


